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Industrial Development of Microwave Carbon-based Coatings
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In the past decade, automotive, racing, petroleum, aviation, as well as, aerospace and

wind Industries have shown interest in improving the efficiency, viability and life time

of their products applying coatings by PVD technology.

Automotive industries are recognized as one of the biggest consumers of carbon

coatings in drive and engine systems, valve train components and piston accessories.

However, they face ongoing challenges meeting fuel efficiency, reliability, and cost

targets.

Aerospace industries avoid cold welding during deployment of satellite panels in a

vacuum environment by applying high hydrogenated DLC coatings in hold-down

device of the groove locking system.

In many of the above applications, more and more plastic parts can be found. These

plastic parts often need to satisfy tight functional requirements. Carbon coatings are

one possible way to match them. Many components and parts nowadays require not

only functionality, but also an appealing decorative finish. DLC coatings offer both.

This paper reports the properties of DLC (also known as a-C:H) deposited by

Microwave technology in an industrial PVD coater. The advantages of the microwave

technology include, among others, higher productivity, based on the much higher

deposition rate in comparison to the conventional methods, improved etching

performance, lower thermal load and ability to coat on nonconductive substrates, like

plastics. All these have the potential to promote the Microwave technology as an

additional coating technology to provide enhanced features to the existing DLC

coating methods.
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